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Today’s Agenda

How are things going so far?
Overview of Consensus Process
Preparing for Consensus
• Comment Co-location
• Comment Consolidation
• Comment Consensus
• Consensus Script
• Preparing the Table of Expected Results (TOER)

Identifying and Writing Comments
• Strengths
• OFIs
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Application Review

Review of OP 
and 

Consensus on 
Key Factors. 

Partially 
populate 

TOER columns 
1-3

Independent 
Review of 

Process Items 

Consensus 
Review of 

Process Items

As a team 
finish 
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reach 

consensus on 
TOER columns 
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Consensus 
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(completion of 

TOER and 
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Orientation to Terms

Term Definition

Co-locate
To arrange together in the same file; to take 
comments from various sources and place 
together in one location

Consolidate To combine similar individual comments into 
one unified comment

Consensus
To build mutual support for a comment or 
score; There may not be total agreement, but 
there is support for proceeding with the current 
direction
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1.1 Senior Leadership
1.1 Key Factors 

List Those Key Factors That Apply to This Particular Item 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Strengths 

# Initials Area to 
Address 

Comment 

1    
2    
    
    

               Parking Lot Strengths - Below the Line   

# Initials Area to 
Address 

Comment 

    
    
    
    

   Opportunities for Improvement (OFI) 
# Initials Area to 

Address 
Comment 

1    
2    
    
    

               Parking Lot OFI – Below the Line   

# Initials Area to 
Address 

Comment 

    
    
    
    

Site Visit Issues 
    
    
    
    
Enter Score Range for Item 1.1 with rationale for range including showing the impact of Learning (L) on your score 
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Co-locating Comments
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Begin with Process Item Comments 
from Independent Review

7

John’s 
Comments
JD - 1.1a(1)
JD - 1.1a(2)

JD - 1.1b
JD - 1.1c(1)
JD - 1.1c(2)

Alicia’s 
Comments

AD - 1.1a(1)
AD - 1.1b

AD - 1.1c(1)
AD – 1.1c(2)

Robin’s 
Comments

RD - 1.1a(1)
RD - 1.1a(2)

RD - 1.1b
RD - 1.1c(1)
RD - 1.1c(2)

We start with comment sheets from each team 
member.  For our example, we’ll have a team of three 

and Item 1.1 (you are “Robin”).

JD - Learning
AD – Learning
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Collocate Process Item Comments
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JD - 1.1a(1)
AD - 1.1a(1)
RD - 1.1a(1)

JD - 1.1b
AD - 1.1b
RD - 1.1b

JD - 1.1a(2)
RD - 1.1a(2)

AD - 1.2c(1)
JD - 1.2c(1)

RD - 1.2c(1)

JD - 1.2c(2)

RD - 1.2c(1)
AD - 1.2c(2)

First, copy and paste all relevant comments (in this example, 
Item 1.1) into a single file and arrange them by criteria reference.

JD - Learning
AD - Learning
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Consolidate Process Item Comments
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JD, RD - 1.1a(2)

JD, AD - 1.1a(1)

JD, RD - 1.1b

RD - 1.1a(1)

In consolidating, we combine similar individual comments into one 
comprehensive comment. Your initials indicate support for all comments.  

Comments that don’t belong go “below the line”.

AD - 1.1b

AD, JD, RD –
1.1c(1)

AD - 1.1c(2)

AD, JD, RD -
Learning

JD, RD - 1.1c(2)

At this point, your comments are no longer your 
own!  You are looking for the best comments and 
integrating them into one GREAT comment!
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Practice: Comment Co-locating

As a group, practice co-locating comments from 
the team.  

Go through 1.1 “area to address” by “area to address” 
and identify who had Strength and OFIs for each.  Also 
ask if there are any cross-cutting Strengths or OFIs (like 
Learning or Integration).

Once you’ve practiced, we’ll re-convene to move 
on to Consolidating Comments

10
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Consolidating Comments
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Identifying Similar Process Comments

Refer to the same criteria requirements
For example, “1.2a(1)” and “1.2a” might refer to the same 
requirement but “1.2a(1)” and “1.2a(2)” probably don’t
A less mature applicant might have more general process 
descriptions that are only responsive to the Basic or Overall 
requirements

Similar in meaning and focus
When combined offer an understandable and actionable
insight into a Strength area, and/or a crucial Opportunity for 
Improvement (one of the vital few OFIs)

For example, for a Strength, you might comment on the 
applicant’s Approach and Deployment, and as an OFI 
describe the lack of Learning

12
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Consolidating Process Comments

Ensure you capture the essential meaning of the 
comments while describing relevance to the 
Baldrige questions and to applicant Key Factors
Use best judgement when determining if 
comments should be consolidated.  

If part of a comment doesn’t fit, retain that (with 
context and an explanatory note) below the line.

Avoid deleting anything… if it doesn’t fit, retain it 
so you can get clarification from the author or to 
provide your perspective on why it wasn’t used.

13
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Consolidation Dos and Don’ts 

Do…
- Accurately capture the intended meaning of all 

comments integrated into one comment.

- Make notes or comments about any questions 
you need to resolve to clarify the original author’s 
intent

- Contact the original author prior to the 
consensus meeting to get clarity and finalize 
your comments

- Clearly mark ADLI (and for Approach, indicate 
B(asic), O(verall), or M(ultiple)

- Ensure that you have a Learning Strength and/or 
OFI if you’re giving a score of 30% or higher and 
a Learning Strength Comment if you’re giving a 
score at or above 50.

Don’t…
- Completely disregard and delete any 

comments; comments not used must be 
placed “below the line”

- Wordsmith endlessly; Get the comments 
into very good condition.  All your 
comments are likely to be revised 
throughout the rest of the process. 
Instead ensure you’re capturing the 
intended meaning from the authors

- Feel that you have to be a great writer.  
This process will help you become a 
better writer – and your team is there to 
help!

14
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• Approach A
• DeploymentD
• Learning L
• IntegrationI

Comment Writing Refresher

Is the approach is applied consistently 
and used by all appropriate work units? 

Is there a consistent method/process to 
accomplish what the criteria ask for?

Are there methods to evaluate and 
improve the approach?

Is the approach is aligned with other 
parts of the organization?
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NERD Comment Format

A typical comment is 2-4 sentences in length, incorporating 
the following components: 

Strength OFI

Nugget Clear statement of Strength, 
including key phrase from Criteria

Clear statement of OFI, 
including key phrase from 
Criteria

Evidence Example from application Gap from application

Relevance Optional tie to Key Factor So what? 
Connect to Key Factor

Done! Review from the applicant’s point 
of view. Put yourself in the senior 
leader’s chair. Would you 
understand the Strength? 

Review from the applicant’s 
point of view. Put yourself in the 
senior leader’s chair. Would you 
understand the OFI? Is it 
actionable?
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Practice: Comment Consolidation

As a group, practice consolidating comments for 
one area to address into one, cohesive comment.  

You might not have source comments from all team 
members, and that’s OK.  You’ll get support from other 
members later during the consensus process.

Use the writing rules and NERD to ensure your 
consolidated comments provide proper feedback 
and helpful information for the applicant.
Remember that the RMPEx Judges are also an audience of your comments, 
so they should have enough information to understand your team’s scores

19
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Identify a Scoring Range

The Scoring Calibration Guide provides clear 
guidance to ensure comment score alignment
Scoring is a measure of performance excellence 
maturity
Important Reminders:

Strengths support the Scoring Range
Opportunities for Improvement (OFIs) tell why the score 
isn’t higher in the range or in the next scoring range.
A scoring range is only achieved when ALL 
REQUIREMENTS of ALL lower scoring ranges have 
been satisfied.  There can’t be any gaps below that 
range.

20
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The Consensus Meeting
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Create the Required Consensus Script

Summarize Item Requirements
Summarize applicant Key Factors related to this Item
List each Strength used (above the line), including 

The Item Requirement(s) addressed by the comment
The number of team members supporting the comment (e.g., 
8/10)
The ADLI component(s) addressed by the comment

List Strengths not used, explain why not
Identify Score/Scoring Range (be as specific as you can)
List each OFI used (use same guidelines as strengths)
List OFIs not used, explain why not
List Site Visit Issues (Vital Few)

22
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Using the Consensus Script

The Script provides the framework for the 
Consensus meeting
Using the Script creates efficiency and ensures 
that each Item owner is properly prepared for the 
conversation, permitting timely completion of the 
meeting agenda
Failure to use the Script creates significant risk that 
the Consensus meeting will end late (and that’s not 
good)

23
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Completing the TOER

During Independent Review and preparation for 
Consensus Review, the focus was on completing 
the TOER based on:

Key Factors
Process category review
Category 7 questions

The Category 7 Items (7.1 through 7.5) are 
assigned to team members (usually aligned with 
process category assignments, or to one key 
person) for co-location

24
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Refining and Updating the TOER

Once the TOER is co-located, the responsible person(s) should 
combine the list of expected results to

Eliminate/combine duplicate expectation listings
Clarify items from other team members, as needed
Supplement the listing with other expectations as indicated by
– Application contents (e.g., mention of a key process)
– Baldrige questions in Category 7 Items
– Key Factors such as regulatory requirements

Record the level, trend and comparisons for the results that match the 
expected results
Add results provided if they appear to meet the importance threshold
Identify the key issues with the set of results as presented for follow up 
on site

25
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About the Consensus Meeting

Usually a one-day (eight hour) meeting
Best when (most, nearly all) team members meet in person (probably not this year…)
Preparation is the key to success!
This is THE key opportunity to prepare as a team prior to Site Visit; your attention to detail 
and thorough reviews up to this point will pay off at Site Visit
Consider assigning a timekeeper
Cover All Key Topics

Category Leads (team members) will use the consensus script prepared in advance
Process Item Comments and Scoring
TOER Consolidation and Missing Results 
Key Themes
Site Visit Issues
Next Steps in Site Visit Prep
Schedule Next Team Call

26
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About the Consensus Meeting

Have a healthy comfort with ambiguity
– At this point in the process we know a lot, but not everything.  Site 

Visit Issue worksheets are important.  So is being curious and 
engaged.  But it’s OK to say “we don’t quite know – YET.”  Site Visit 
will answer most questions.

Be open to feedback and suggestions
– We all must contribute to the thinking, and that means that none of us 

can think of or see everything.  There is strength in the team, leverage 
that strength.

Learn
– This is a learning process; work together to build your understanding 

of both the applicant AND Baldrige.
Have FUN!

– Seriously – this can be a lot of fun!  No, really it can!

27
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Next steps

You will own a part of the feedback report –which will be 
assigned by your Team Leader.
Your Team Leader will set when the Consensus Meeting 
will occur.
Remember, you’re now at the stage where you are refining
the work already done.
Follow the process and your work will be easier!
And be sure to develop a consensus script!
We’ll be having a short “Site Visit Training” session 
tomorrow



Thank you for your 
commitment to excellence!

You will be making a 
difference in the organization 

you evaluate as a result of 
this process!
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What are we working toward?

“Perfection is 
unattainable, but 
if we chase it, we 
can catch 
Excellence.”

Vince Lombardi
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Thank you for your commitment to 
performance excellence!

Paul Grizzell
paul.grizzell@corevaluespartners.com
Office: 651.735.7716
Cell: 651.792.5149 
Website:  www.corevaluespartners.com

mailto:paul.grizzell@corevaluespartners.com
http://www.corevaluespartners.com/
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